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PROGRAM

I. Friday Morning, Nebraska Hall W106

A. 9 a.m. How to be a Humean about Non-Humean Dispositions, Marc Johansen & Landon D.C. Elkind
B. 10 a.m. A Critique of Strong Emergence, Joshua Johnson & Dylan Black
C. 11 a.m. A Conflict between van Inwagen’s Ontology and His Metaontology, David Fisher & Brad Rettler

II. Friday Morning, Nebraska Hall W193

A. 9 a.m. Challenging the Conflation View of Consciousness, Dylan Black & Chelsea Richardson
B. 10 a.m. For Inclusive Logic, Landon D. C. Elkind & Marc Johansen
C. 11 a.m. Hylomorphism and the Priority Principle, Jeremy Skrzypek & Allison Thornton

III. Friday Morning, Nebraska Hall 196

A. 9 a.m. Establishing Constitutive Relevance in Mechanisms, Emily Prychitko & Derek Lam
B. 10 a.m. Sensory Phenomenology’s Role in the Visual Presentation of Properties, Boyd Millar & Eric Kraemer
C. 11 a.m. Reference-Shifting on a Causal-Historical Account, Julie Wulfemeyer & Eric Hiddleston
IV. Friday Afternoon, Burnett 103
   A. 2 p.m. Territorial Integrity and Just Cause for War, Crystal Allen Gunasekera & Raff Donnelson
   B. 3 p.m. The Combination Problem and the Phenomenal Bond, Haoying Liu & Zach Blaesli
   C. 4 p.m. Describing Law, Raff Donelson & Crystal Allen Gunasekera

V. Friday Afternoon, Burnett 120
   A. 2 p.m. How Not to Measure the Value of Health, Dane Muckler & Sevcan Gugumcu
   B. 3 p.m. Hume, Dispositional Essentialism, and Where to Find the Idea of Necessary Connection, William Hannegan & Cody Gilmore
   C. 4 p.m. Power as an Expressive Concept, Torsten Menge & Aaron Elliott

VI. Friday Afternoon, Burnett 121
   A. 2 p.m. The Phenomenal Concept Strategy Revisited, Zach Blaesi & Boyd Millar
   B. 3 p.m. The Illusion of the Relevance of Difficulty in Evaluations of Moral Responsibility, Asia Ferrin & John Brunero
   C. 4 p.m. Debunking Comparative Desert, Xuitai Qi & Jonathan Nebel

VII. 5 p.m. Plenary Session: Keynote Address, Colonial Room in the Union
     Terence Horgan, “The One is Real But the Many are Transcendentally Ideal”

VIII. Saturday Morning, Avery 109
   A. 9 a.m. In Defense of Artificial Replacement, Derek Shiller & Adam Thompson
   B. 10 a.m. First- and Second-Order Theories: Williamson on Knowledge by Imagination, Ben Henke & Liz Jackson
   C. 11 a.m. A Pretense Theory of Quantity Conception, Derek Lam & Emily Prychitko

IX. Saturday Morning, Avery 110
   A. 9 a.m. Agentive Phenomenology and Moral Responsibility Agnosticism, Leigh Vicens & Laura Grams
   B. 10 a.m. Defending Traditional (Indirect) Virtue Epistemology: Epistemic Frankfurt Cases and Miracchi-Style Gettier Cases, Luis Pinta de Sa & Daniel Grosz
   C. 11 a.m. Contents, Vehicles, and the Metaphysics of Beliefs, Eric Hiddleston & Orrin Eaves

X. Saturday Morning, Avery 111
   A. 9 a.m. Pleasure, Pain, and Emotional Responsiveness in Aristotle’s Ethics, Matthew Cashen & Rishi Hrishikesh
   B. 10 a.m. E = K, Factivity and Safety Imply Measurement Skepticism, Michael Shaffer & Tim Black
   C. 11 a.m. Functionalism and the Problem of Atypicality, Eric Kraemer & Haoying Liu
XI. Saturday Afternoon, Avery 109

A. 2 p.m. The Epistemic Problem of Too Many Thinkers, Leo Iacono & Chris Tweedt
B. 3 p.m. A Solution to the Problem of Alienation, Jason Chen & Xuitai Qi
C. 4 p.m. What is Openmindedness?, Jeremy Fantl & Leo Iacono

XII. Saturday Afternoon, Avery 110

A. 2 p.m. Are Epistemic Standards Arbitrary?, Julia Smith & James Beebe
B. 3 p.m. What’s the Matter with Huck Finn?, Rishi Hrishikesh & Robert Johnson
C. 4 p.m. Defending the Possibility of True Belief’s Intrinsic Value, Jon Burmeister & Casey Swank

XIII. Saturday Afternoon, Avery 111

A. 2 p.m. Is Thomas Reid an Externalist about Justication?, Wes Siscoe & Jordan Droira
B. 3 p.m. The Explanationist Approach to Skeptical Challenges, James Beebe & Sahar Joakim

XIV. 5 p.m. Plenary Session: Presidential Address & Business Meeting, Colonial Room in the Union
      David Henderson, “Epistemic Norms”